Introduction.
We are concerned in what follows with the problem of toroidal shells of circular cross section which are acted upon by uniform normal pressure. It is well known that a solution of this problem by means of linear membrane theory, while leading to reasonable stress distributions, is associated with certain important inconsistencies insofar as the deformations of the shell are concerned [1] . It is also well known that a removal of these inconsistencies should be possible by an application of the linear theory of bending of toroidal shells [1] . However, for very thin shells it is more reasonable to expect that a removal of the deformational inconsistencies of linear membrane theory may be accomplished without considering wall bending action; that is, through the step from linear membrane theory to non-linear membrane theory. The first statement of this observation as well as an analysis of the non-linear membrane problem has been given by P. Jordan [2] , Our present object is a more general approach to the problem through a system of differential equations which contain both the equations of the linear bending theory and of the non-linear membrane theory as limiting cases, and which remains applicable in the transition region when both linear bending and non-linear membrane action have to be considered simultaneously. Specifically, we wish to determine the ranges of values of suitable non-dimensional parameters for which linear bending theory and non-linear membrane theory are appropriate, and also the ranges of these parameters for which the problem belongs to the transition region between the two limiting forms of the theory.
Derivation of the differential equations which govern the problem in all three ranges is accomplished through appropriate specialization of a general system of differential equations for finite symmetrical deflections of shells of revolution which has previously been given by the author [3] .
2. Differential equations for finite symmetrical deflections of shells of revolution. Defining stress resultants, stress couples, and displacements in accordance with Fig. 1 and limiting attention to small strains, isotropy, and to vanishing transverse shear and normal strain, we have the following system of equilibrium equations and stress displacement relations for elements of the shell with middle surface equation r = r(£), [Vol. XXI, No. 3 [r(./V£sin $ + Q cos $)]' + rapv = 0,
[r(N( cos $ -Q sin $)]' -aNe + rapH = 0,
\rM(]' -aMe cos $ -raQ = 0,
u' -a(cos -cos <£) Nt -vNe /a\
In these equations, primes indicate differentiation with respect to £, a = (r'T + («')*, the stiffness factors C and D are of the form C = Eh, D = Eh3/12(1 -v2), and k£ , k$ are the curvatures.
To reduce the system (1) to (7) to a system of two simultaneous second order equations for the angular displacement variable $ and for a stress function , we write r(N( sin $ + Q cos $) = \fv ,
r(Nt cos 3> -Q sin $) = ,
where, in view of Eq. (1) = -f rapv d£.
and then have as expressions for stress resultants rN( = \fv sin $ + cos $,
The first of the two simultaneous equations for $ and follows by introducing Eqs. (6), (7) and (12) into the moment equilibrium equation (3) , in the form
The second of the two simultaneous equations follows by introducing the stress displacement relations (4) and (5), with Ni and Ne from (11) and (13), into a compatibility equation of the form (ree)' -ae( cos $ = a(cos <f> -cos (/>).
The resulting differential equation is Having expressions for stress resultants, stress couples and radial displacement component u in terms of $ and it remains to express the axial displacement component w in analogous fashion. This is done by means of the relation w' = (1 + e()a sin $ -a sin <t>.
Equations (1) to (15), together with (I) and (II) coincide, except for notation, with the contents of Sects. 2 and 3 of [3] .
3. Differential equations for small finite deflections. We now write
and retain the leading terms in expansions in powers of /3, as follows
\a ra/ \ra a / rN£ = sin </> + >?/, cos <t> + (Sty cos <f> -sin </>)/?,
rQ = ^v cos <f> -sin 0 -(^>y sin <j> + cos </>)f3.
Equation ( 
Therewith, on the basis of (18) and (13) 
Equations (26) and (27) For many applications, in particular for the application to the problem of the toroidal shell with circular cross section and uniform internal pressure, Equation (V) and (VI) may be further simplified by omission of a number of terms, such that 
In other problems, such as in the problem of the flat plate subjected to lateral loads, omission of the non-linear portions involving ^HS and /J would not be admissible. We note that, consistent with the neglect of these terms in Eqs. (V) and (VI), the j32-term in Eq. (20) may likewise be neglected.
6. Load terms with separation of effect of uniform normal pressure. We assume as expression for the load intensity components pv and pH in Eqs. (1), (2) 
where p is a uniform normal pressure and pHA and pVA are additional load intensity components such as inertia force intensities for rotating and or axially accelerating shells which are assumed to be unaffected by the deformation of the shell. We further write Phlm = V sin <t>, Pvlm -~P cos <j>,
and associate our linear membrane theory solution with this particular load distribution.
We then have from (10) = p f ra( 1 + ef) cos $ + SfVA .
The integral for the normal pressure load p in (34) may be evaluated explicitly, if use is made of the compatibility equation (14) and of the assumption of small strain. We have, in view of (14) J ra( 1 + e£) cos <f> d% = J r[a cos <f> + (re9)'] d£ = J r[r(l + «,)]' d£ = (1 + e")r2 -J (1 + ee)rr' d£.
Neglecting es in comparison with unity we have from (34) = hpr2 + const. + ^rrA .
We shall assume that the undeformed shell has tangent planes perpendicular to the shell axis for just one value r = a and allocate part of the constant in (36) to Vvlm such that Nand N0i.m remain finite for r = a. This means that we have
We further write instead of (31) Ph = Phlm "I" Phs ,
where Phlm is given by (33) and where Phs = pP cos <t> + p"A ,
7. Toroidal shell with uniform circular cross section subjected to uniform normal pressure.
We 
Two additional symmetry conditions are the conditions of vanishing axial displacement w for £ = ±7r/2. Insofar as the solution of (50) and (51) is concerned, these two conditions may be replaced by the single condition w' d% = 0 or, in view of (49), For the satisfaction of the five conditions (52) and (53) we have at our disposal four constants of integration in the solution of the two simultaneous second order equations (50) and (51), in addition to the constant value k of SfVs . Inspection of the system (50) to (53) indicates once more the necessity of the presence of the supplementary solution ^HS to avoid /3 becoming infinite for £ = 0 and £ = t. It is further seen that both the linear bending theory formulation and the non-linear membrane theory formulation of the problem are included in (50) to (53), the former corresponding to the assumption p = 0, and the latter corresponding to the assumption D = 0 (and p = <») in Equation (50).
8. Non-dimensionalization of dependent variables. In order to see to what extent the problem is one without boundary layer phenomena, we consider the following nondimensionalization 
In order that the solution of (59) to (62) does not exhibit boundary layer phenomena we must have that v as well as p are at most of order unity. This implies that the parameter X must be small compared to unity, and this in turn implies that bending stresses as well as corrections to the membrane stresses of linear theory are small compared to the primary membrane stresses -pb/h and <reLM -pb/2h. To the extent that such corrections are desired, they may be based on the abbreviated system F" = nG sin £ + PF,
G" --yuF sin £ + \ cos £,
together with the boundary conditions (61), while the boundary condition (62) reduces to the condition that F be an odd function of £ and G be an even function of £, with K -0. 9. Non-dimensionalization of independent variable. It is implied by the structure of the differential equations (59) and (60) that when y. and or p are large compared to unity, the neighborhood of £ = 0 is a region of relatively rapid changes of the dependent variables F and G, that is, an analysis of the boundary layer type is indicated. For the purpose of this analysis a new independent variable ij is introduced in the form V =
where r 1 such that a narrow layer surrounding £ = 0 becomes a layer surrounding 77 = 0, of width of order unity. We further write in Equations (59) to (62)
and, as we are concerned with the neighborhood of £ = 0, sin £ = y/r, cos£ = 1.
It remains to choose the parameters r, F0 and G0. Two conditions for the determination of these parameters follow from Eq. (60) if we require that terms with F, G" and 1/2 are of comparable magnitude, by setting r2G0 = t"Vo = 1.
A third condition follows from Eq. (59) in one of two ways. We may either require that [Vol. XXI, No. 3 F" and G terms are of comparable magnitude, which implies that bending action is significant, or we may require that the F and G terms are of comparable magnitude which implies that non-linear membrane action is significant.* Accordingly we set
Solving (71) to (73) we have further
For both cases we have from (60) as one of the two simultaneous differential equations which are to be solved g" + vf=h (76) and from Eq. (59)
Equations (76) and (77) or (78) are valid provided r 5$> 1. In view of (74) and (75) we have then as condition for the appropriateness of a boundary layer analysis,
From Eq. (77) follows further that linear bending theory is appropriate as long as
and from Eq. (78) follows that non-linear membrane theory is appropriate as long as m2/3 « P-
In the transition region, say for 0.1 /i2/3 < p < 5p.2/3t both linear bending and non-linear membrane action have to be taken account of simultaneously. Boundary conditions for the solutions of the differential equations (76) and (77) or (78) follow from (61) and (62) in the form
and, except for terms which are small of higher order, (90) Equations (87) and (89) show that when consideration of wall bending is indicated, bending stresses <riB and corrections to the values of the direct stresses aSD as given bylinear membrane theory are of the same order of magnitude and of order n~1/3 relative to a(DLM . Corrections to <j(d are of order pT2/3 relative to <r(DLM • In the range of parameter values for which non-linear membrane theory applies, it is found, in view of the fact that both p1/2 <K p-and p. « p3/2, that aiB as well as corrections to <t(Dlm are small compared to the corrections to <tbdlm and that this correction in turn is small compared to oodlm ■ Accordingly, our analysis indicates that the distribution of stress as given by linear membrane theory is changed in a minor was only,* if account is taken of bending stresses and supplementary membrane stresses which are required to enforce continuity of displacements in the toroidal shell under uniform normal pressure, regardless of whether the problem is one of linear bending theory or of non-linear membrane theory, or one falling into the transition region between linear bending theory and non-linear membrane theory. Beyond establishing this particular fact, the equations of the present paper may be used for the analysis of pressurized shells of revolution under arbitrary symmetrical loads, under conditions where wall bending action and or the effect of pressurization are significant.
